diameter, there appeared the surrounding lymphatic space from 5 to 10 and more extremely delicate interwoven radiate fibrils, which springing from various points of the periphery, became attached to the coats of the blood-vessels. The In all parts of the cortical cerebral matter, and by cross-section of the vascular system altogether, the radiate fibres of the lymphatic spaces appeared. In the human brain Eotli never saw any combination of the radiate fibres within the lymphatic spaces, with nuclei or cells ; whereas many times a homogeneous rigid fibre of the character of a so-called axis-cylinder group traversed the lumen of a small lymphatic space.
Also in the longitudinal and oblique branching blood-vessels the radiate fibres are easily to be discovered, especially in vessels with adventitia standing afar off.
Eoth interprets the perivascular radiate fibres as a very fine lymphatic network, in which the vessels are suspended; the morphological elements of the lymph proceed by this with no sort of difficulty, contrary to the repeatedly quoted assertion of the clearly nervous nature of the brain cortex, the results of Eoth confirm, that also near the blood-vessels a certain portion of genuine connec- tive substance is present in it.
The epicerebral lymphatic spaces are also near the exhausted blood-vessels traversed by numerous 
